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Abstract
In 1931 in Berlin the Haus des Rundfunks was opened with a ceremony in studio 3 after a hectic 8 years of radio
history beginning with the first transmission from the FOX Haus near Potsdamer Platz (now: Sony Center)in 1923.
In 1929 UFA decided to eventually start with sound films (at first only 50% of the productions) after 5 years of
financial pressure and hard decisions when for instance more than 10000 musicians in film theaters had to be fired
due to cost reduction. UFA in Babelsberg immediately built the so-called Tonkreuz with 4 huge halls and a center for
sound mixing in the middle of the cross. Quality requirements became stronger. Therefore sound approved film
studios became necessary. In Babelsberg the existing halls of the Tonkreuz were used to built in a House-in-House
or a room-in-room construction with double walls, roof, doors and windows.
Both film and radio started into the thirties with centers in the Haus des Rundfunks, the first radio studio building
next to the Funkturm (Transmission tower) and the Babelsberg studios with indoor and outdoor activities, huge
installations and scenery. Edinson´s phonograph in 1877 and silent films in 1895 were results of a tremendous
development in these last decades of the 19th century. First studios were those for recording on wax cylinders when a
horn was used for speech or music reception. Around 3000 theaters existed, built with much plush, fabric and
curtains to create a variety entertainment atmosphere with orchestras playing, sometimes with up to 90 musicians.
The sound from one or two phonographs simultaneously created for the first time a sound film but the level was
generally too low in order to reach 500 or 1000 visitors. Musicians and artist started a campaign against the sound
films arguing the sound may destroy the ears and eyes. But nobody could stop the sound movies and the fast
development of high quality radio transmission. The acoustical measures were well known with alterable acoustics,
movible walls, double constructions for walls, ceilings and floors, floors on rubber and acoustical sails underneath
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the ceiling. Much of the knowledge of these old days of radio and films is still topical today and must be followed to
achieve optimal recording and listening conditions.

1

Introduction

When ever sound was recorded or reproduced, the
expectations of listeners were high. This applied both
to the room with it’s acoustical properties and to the
quality of sound. It was always well known how and
in which quality natural musical instruments or the
human voice should sound. Special sound effects
were included when Dionysios eavesdropped the
prisoners in a huge stone hall and shocked visitors /1/.
Since the Nymph Echo disappeared in the forest her
response is known as an echo /2/. Long reverberation
times were obtained in large rooms of castles and
churches with increased sound levels. The listeners
were surrounded by sound. It became more and more
obvious that speech and speech intelligibility need a
more quiet environment. Theaters offered the
required acoustics. The Roman Vitruv (80 before
Christ) described resonance chambers which were
installed in theaters to produce feedback for the artists
and to achieve good acoustics /3/, a technique which
was sometimes used by the Greeks in their
amphitheaters as well. The audience was listening and
watching when Robertson 1805 showed a fight
against a monster using the "Laterna Magica" /4/.
Fig.1 gives an impression of the demonstration with
light projection. Musicians are playing. This is the
beginning of silent films with music accompanying
the pictures.

famous and for long time the only form of art for film
presentation.
Only some years before, in 1881, the first stereo
transmission took place at the First Electrical Fair at
the Tour Eiffel in Paris. A strongly damped room
with curtains on walls, floor and on the ceiling was
set /5/. Microphones were placed left and right of the
soufleur box on the stage of the Paris Opera. The
electrical signals arrived via cables and were directly
connected to the two telephones for the left and right
ear. For the recording, only direct sound from the
artist was desired. Therefore the entire scenery was
covered with fabric in order to avoid sound
reflections. The two-channel stereo impression was
overwhelming. Of course, the electromagnetic
telephone of Graham Bell or the carbon microphone
of Ader in the Paris Opera /6/ were insufficient for a
better quality.
Only direct current was modulated in amplitude. This
was still long before electrical amplification was
invented in 1912 by Lieben /7/ and the first radio
transmission of the FOX Haus in Berlin started in
October 1923 /8/.

2

Silent film with sound

After the Wintergarten presentation the break through
for the silent film was obtained. The phonograph of
Edison from 1977 opened the door to recordings and
audio reproductions /9/. Fig.2 is typical for silent
films with sound.
* First, the music and speech had to be
recorded with the phonograph.
* Then, the film was made with the
phonograph as a play back machine.
* Third, it was almost impossible to reach a
sufficient synchronization.

Fig.1

Laterna Magica presentation by Robertson
in 1805 /4/, Courtesy of J. Ristow

Almost 100 years later, in 1895, the first admission
charged silent film presentation took place in the
Wintergarden in Berlin. Moving pictures with piano
or orchestra, sometimes with an interpreter became

Between 1903 and 1913 around 1000 "Needle-tonefilms" were produced in this manner. The recordings
followed Fig. 3 with horns for playing the music as
loud as possible to move the needle. Unfortunately
the sound level was low. Therefore the room had to
be quiet and short in reverberation. Carpets on the
floor and many fabrics on the walls and underneath
the ceiling had to be installed.
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Already in 1903 Oskar Messter presented his
"Tonbilder" in the Apollo Theater in Berlin. Those
are Sound-Pictures as films with sound from a
phonograph /10/.

Fig. 2

Silent films 1905 with sound from Edinson’s phonograph
The operator listened to the sound of the phonograph in the neighboring room
in order to synchronize the picture with the sound. Two rooms were
necessary to separate the listening from the maschinery room due to noise

The film theaters for silent films became larger and
larger. In 1910 for the first time a separate "Film
Palast" was built at the Nollendorf Platz in Berlin.
More than 3 million visitors attended the almost 3000
theaters in Germany and some neighboring countries
in 1910. The Palaces were acoustically damped with a
mass of plush and curtains. The silent film was only a
part of the program. An orchestra was playing,
sometimes simultaneously with the film presentation.
There were restaurants and variety entertainment. For
these large halls phonographs did not produce the
sufficient sound level, not even with two or three
phonographs applied parallelely. So far, interest was
lost for sound in films. The show with silent films in
the
background,
bigbands
and
orchestras,
entertainment while dining became modern and most
ongoing. Nevertheless, the sound film with
phonograph attracted more and more people.

3

A huge film production started. That was the great as
in Babelsberg. The Babelsberg glass house became
famous in 1912.

Glass house studios

Fig. 3

Recording an orchestra with a horn

on a phonograph as a direct
cut on wax cylinder for "Tonbilder"
reproduction
Fig. 4 shows the hall and the scenery for the silent
film. The glass house had to be very bright, because
the electrical spotlights did not provide sufficient
light. Hanging fabrics were helpful both for
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shadowing and for noise reduction. Glass houses were
being built in Berlin Tempelhof or Weißensee.

place near the window to overlook the hall
respectively, see Fig.5 /12/. The halls were not built
with steel construction, in order to avoid easy sound
transmission. Instead thick stone walls and soundproof doors were necessary.

Fig. 4 Glass house in Babelsberg 1912
Silent film production "Der Totentanz" with Asta Nielsen

4

UFA studios and cinemas

The UFA started in 1917 and first bought the Messter
Company in order to continue with the film
production and with the well known star Henny
Porten. Messter had produced 100 films e.g. in 1916.
New and bigger studios were required, still for silent
films. 1926 a new huge project started with the
"Große Halle”. This studio complex consisted of a
steel construction with stone walls in between. 124m
long, 56m wide and 20m high. Heavy movable stone
walls were built to separate different parts of the hall
/11/. This hall served as film studio for "Metropolis".
In the following years UFA took over 56 film theaters
and rebuilt many of them "UFA Palaces" for instance
in Hamburg and other cities. The Zoo Film Palast in
Berlin for example offered for film presentations an
orchestra of 70, sometimes 90 musicians. For certain
films additional musical groups were hired. The costs
for musicians exploded. Everywhere musicians were
fired, Orchestras closed. Therefore the atmosphere
was against the sound films.
Very late in 1929 UFA stopped the silent film
production. Reason being the success of sound films
in the USA. The answer was the new huge building
for film and sound, the studio "Tonkreuz". Four
studios formed a cross, two studios 20x30 m, height
18m, two other 18x25x18m. The middle part with
the four control rooms was acoustically entirely
separated from the halls. The Tonmeister had his

Fig. 5

The Tonmeister in front of the
control room window in the new
Tonkreuz of Babelsberg 1929/12/

Fig. 6 demonstrates a similar-sized big hall as the
Tonkreuz, in which artificial lights were used. For
recording purposes either gramophones with wax
plates and wax cylinders or light-tone equipment of
Klangfilm was available. For control of these
recordings headphones were used.
Erich Kästner complained that many sound movies
present sound effects instead of real sound images.
He praised the sound film "Schuß im Tonfilmtheater"
(Shot in a film theater) as realistic. He was against the
total acoustical realism which is unreal and does not
live up to the expectations of listeners /13/. Musicians
formed a front against the
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Fig. 6
Huge hall for
sound film production
/14/
Equal to Tonkreuz, here
for a complete street with
shops, visitors and heavy
traffic

sound movie with strikes and demonstrations. Still in
1929 they argued that the "Sound films destroy the
ears and eyes. Sound films are kitsch. Sound films are
like an economic and mental homicide. Orchestras
should work in film theaters instead of having many
unemployed musicians. Everybody must reject the
sound movies".
UFA therefore hesitated to start with sound movies.
The huge production of Metropolis was almost a flop,
very expensive and only produced as a silent film.
Some parts were later synchronized. The large
Babelsberg Hall with its dimensions of 54x36x20m
was unsuitable for sound recordings /15/. Therefore, a
Tone Film Atelier was simply built into the hall. The
walls, doors and windows became double walls,
double doors and double windows with a high sound
insulation. That was the first room-in-room
construction in Babelsberg in 1930.

5

First Radio Studios in Berlin

For sound recordings the sound in film always has to
overcome the large distances between the actors and
the microphones. That applied both to the AderMicrophones on the stage of the Paris Opera and to
studio productions. All the scenery were covered with
fabric to avoid noise or sound reflections. This almost
over-damped acoustical environment was obtained by
using many horse blankets and crumpled

paper behind fabric as hanging blinds and thick carpet
on the floor. The Reiß microphone was placed on the
Berlin Street Directory, see Fig. 7.
When radio started 1923 in Germany, the VOX Haus
with the small studios under the roof and the antenna
on top transmitted the famous words:

Fig. 7
Berlin

First announcement studio in
Company FOX 1923 in FOX House
with the first radio transmission /15/

"Achtung ! Achtung ! Hier ist Berlin auf Wellenlänge
400 Meter" Attention, Attention, here is Berlin on
wavelength 400 m. With the electronical
amplification, Robert von Lieben, Eugin Reiß and
Sigmund Strauß had made it possible to transmit
wireless simply with the antenna on the roof /7/.
There was only an amplifier room instead of a control
room. The first studio used the Reiß microphone as a
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carbon microphone which was invented by Graham
Bell /16/. Dr. Eugin Reiß worked with von Lieben
and built his famous Reiß microphone, not to be
confused with the inventor of the first contact
microphone, Phlipp Reis, in 1861 in Friedrichsdorf
near Frankfurt /17/. VOX was a company which built
gramophones, called Speech-Machines. That was a
big market. Many people listened to the horn
equipped gramophones. And then the radio fever
started. That was the time when the so-called "Golden
20’s" began. FOX house was located in the middle of
Berlin near Potsdamer Platz (now Sony Center). Fig.
8 gives an impression of this place with traffic and
life on the street.

listeners at home using the famous crystal with a
needle and connected headphones. The first
announcement studio was only 7x3,7m big. In order
to recognize the positions and the distances to the
microphone the carpet was painted and divided into
different areas. In 1924 a bigger studio was founded
in the fifth floor with 14 x 6,6m suitable as well for
the choir and for the orchestra. Behind the facade in
the fourth floor the little concert hall was located,
with wood paneling on walls and underneath the
ceiling, fabric stretched on panels, with an organ and
noise machines for synchronization. Alfred Braun
became very famous with his radio plays or drama
pieces (Berliner Funkstunde). Fig. 9 shows Braun
with his actors around the Reiß microphone/18/.

Fig. 9

Alfred Braun in the Berliner
Funkstunde
in front of a Reiß microphone/18/

The studios became too small. A new location had to
be found. The huge new halls around the Funkturm in
Berlin served as exhibition halls during the Radio
Fair, the first one in 1924. During these fairs the
Funkstunde transmitted a program with more than
3000 visitors on the floor. But this was not a
replacement for new studios needed.

Fig. 8
Platz

The famous VOX Haus on Potsdamer
in Berlin with the first radio transmission on

The State Post Office nominated Dr. Bredow in 1919
to be the representative for all radio affaires. He
defined "Rundfunk" as radio. Radio was still a private
sector. Therefore VOX founded the "Radio Hour
AG" as a private company and initiated the first
transmission of one hour for around 1500 licensed

6
Haus
Berlin

des

Rundfunks

in

After an architectural competition the architect
Poelzig won the first price in 1929 and the order to
built the new Funkhaus near the Funkturm. Weber
and von Braunmühl were responsible for the
acoustics. They knew the requirement from the FOX
Haus. They knew as well all the acoustical
discussions in the last years such as:
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*

Using fabric for sound absorption on walls
as well known in film studios with
gramophone recordings

*

for appropriate reflections wood panels
are preferable in order to mix the sound or to
obtain more diffusion

*

curtains allow alterable acoustics
by moving along the wall or e.g. in front of
windows or stone walls

*

a huge stone wall or absorbers behind a
curtain allows both absorption and
reflection

*

a floor should reflect the sound, for
instance when musicians are playing

*

parallel walls are dangerous for reflections
producing a fluttery echo

*

heavy stone walls are needed to prevent
sound penetration

*

two door in a double wall construction
like the room-in-room construction of
Babelsberg

*

rubber covered stairs to avoid foot step noise

*

double ceiling construction with a layer of
sand in between

*

movable wall elements to alter the acoustics

This House of Radio was a very modern approach to
high quality recording and transmission . Street noise
was avoided, and there were no disturbances from
adjacent studios due to the separation within the
building construction. The Sendesaal 3 had a backwall covered with marble and curtains on the side and
on the balcony, as to be seen in Fig. 10. That was for
the first time alterable acoustics. Recordings were
being made with the Reiß carbon microphone.
In 1931 the inauguration took place. Fig. 11 shows
the opening concert on January 22., 1931. The
concert hall was still under construction. Above all
the ceiling was still the open question. Bredow
expressed his wishes that the house may serve the
people for better goals and purposes. The architect
Poelzig rejected to speak. All he said was: Artists
should work, not speak /19/. He sensed and knew -

like many others -that the political situation in
Germany would soon change.

Fig. 10

Sendesaal 3 of Haus des Rundfunks in Berlin 1931
With stone wall in the back, curtains next to the
backwall and on the balcony, movable wall elements,
Reiß microphone on a stand behind the conductor’s
place

Fig. 11

Opening ceremony of Haus des Rundfunks
on January 22.,1931
Studio 3, the concert hall was not finished

Today the studio 3 is almost identical. The movable
wall elements, curtains and reflecting panels are still
in use. Fig. 11 shows the studio 3 of today. Same
changes are the illumination, ceiling and colors. For
the 1000 seat concert hall the same questions
remained unanswered before it was clear: the ceiling
should allow the sound to penetrate into the space
above of around 2m height. Before the space was
filled with hanging draperies made of fabric. After
remodeling in 1956 reflectors ware installed above
the orchestra to produce stronger short reflections.
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comfortably. Krüger reported on very severe
difficulties to built in control rooms afterwards. They
unfortunately became very narrow and were not
optimal for recording and listening.

7

Fig. 12 Studio 3 in Haus des Rundfunks
since remodeling 1956

Meanwhile they have been removed. Fig. 12 gives an
impression of the Sendesaal which became very
popular with its many live transmissions such as
musical request programs.

Fig. 13

Sendesaal as concert hall of Haus
des Rundfunks after reconstruction in

1956

Helmut Krüger was sound engineer and Tonmeister at
that time. He reported later /20/, that control rooms
were just forgotten when the Haus des Rundfunks was
being built. The VOX house did not have additional
control rooms. Only a machinery room existed with
apparatus mounted on the wall next to the battery
room, see Fig. 14. They probably had assumed that
after recording no more mixing or amplification
would be necessary. The Tonmeister in Babelsberg
(see Fig. 5) had only little equipment and was just
sitting directly in front of the window, not very

Resume

Talking on first old studios for film and radio
includes both films with glass houses, silent films
with luxurious film palaces, huge studios and radio
with sound transmission. Both worked with sound
recordings via mechanical cutting or optical sound.
The studios had to be best for good listening
conditions with high intelligibility of speech, for
music when big orchestras play e.g. in UFA palaces
in Berlin or Hamburg. Personal experiences helped
when sound absorbing material had to be placed in
front of walls to achieve less reflections. Sound films
with gramophone sound reproduction remained for
long time unknown and uninteresting due to the low
sound level and the necessary separation between
listening room and machinery room next door.
Therefore the rooms were small. Nevertheless the
studio character was already there: quite, damped
with low reverberation and good equipment.
The improvement of microphones as e.g. Reiß
microphone in approx. 1923 and later the famous
Neumann condenser microphones allowed a different
quality with more alterable acoustical conditions both
for recording and reproduction.
Surprising is that the sound film was released that late
in 1929 although first experiments, demonstrations
and patents already existed since 1925. More than
10000 musicians at UFA film theaters were against
sound films and argued that sound in films would
destroy the ears and eyes. UFA then had to buy back
the patents of 1925. Around 1930 sound films and the
radio broadcasting started into a new age. For this the
Tonkreuz in Babelberg was built with still better
studios inside in a House-in-House construction. The
Haus des Rundfunks offered new working conditions
with many gig studios with high quality recording and
reproduction.
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Fig. 14

Fox Haus with first studios underneath the roof 1923 - 1931
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